Version 2.2.1 released Nov 21, 2014

A bug in which the output file would sometimes show the hypotheses as “undefined,” typically when hypotheses of 2 or more unknowns were specified, has been fixed. 

 2.2 released Oct 5, 2014

A new algorithm was created and instituted enabling the ability to run samples with 4 unknowns in the denominator.  This algorithm also speeds up the program to the extent that all calculations are virtually instantaneous.

The ability to run 2 suspected contributors in the numerator was added. Clicking the green + sign in the suspected contributor column now adds a second suspected contributor column that can be populated with a second suspected profile.  

A field was added to enable the user to define the FST / θ value.

The IBD drop-down menu is now fully functional up to 4 contributors. The user can replace a random unrelated individual in the denominator with a proposed kinship relationship of choice based on standard genetic inheritance rules.

Known bugs:
These bugs affect the GUI only and are unrelated to the functionality of the program.
- After 2 suspected columns are selected, the remove button for the second column becomes unelectable after running because it moves into the next frame. If clearing the entire calculation is inconvenient, the temporary work-around is to manually deleted profiles in the assumed or evidence columns and reselect them after deleting the profile in second suspected column.
- Even when the profile in the second suspected column is deleted, a static “ghost” column remains. It is still possible to add another suspected contributor by clicking on the “+” button in the first suspected contributor column.

Version 1.2.4 released May 18, 2014

Incorrect allele counts at several loci resulted in a negligible error in the LR. The allele counts have been corrected. 

An error in the input parsing resulted in the program substituting approximately 0.05 for an input value of 0 for any input variable. This includes P(Do), P(DI) and the alpha correction factor for homozygotes (hard-coded). The practical consequence was that an input of 0 was not quite 0. This has been corrected.
  
Version 1.2.3

Not released

Version 1.2.2 released March 21, 2014

The population database has been replaced with the NIST 24 profile data.  All of the loci in both Globalfiler and Powerplex fusion are now included.  Because of this change, all population frequencies, regardless of kit used, are calculated from this data set. Note that the population frequencies for the Identifiler loci have been updated to reflect the frequencies calculated from the NIST 24 data.
Reference: NIST 1036 U.S. Population Dataset - 29 autosomal STR loci and 23 Y-STR loci found at http://www.cstl.nist.gov/div831/strbase/NISTpop.htm
Butler, J.M., Hill, C.R., Coble, M.D. (2012) Variability of new STR loci and kits in U.S. population groups.  Profiles in DNA
http://www.promega.com/resources/articles/profiles-in-dna/2012/variability-of-new-str-loci-and-kits-in-us-population-groups/

The database reference information now appears in the saved output file.

The full names of the loci now appear in order to distinguish loci on the same chromosome.

The code has been updated to accommodate Sample name and/or Sample file as the header for the first columns.

Version 1.2.1 released October 30, 2013

A bug in which the Penta loci in PowerPlex® 16 were incorrectly named in the frequency tables was fixed.

Version 1.2 released October 7, 2013

Lab Retriever now accommodates PowerPlex® 16. Additional loci will be added in the near future.

A "dynamic loci" feature was added.  The feature allows Lab Retriever to detect and show only the loci present in the input file.
-----------
Version 1.1.5 released September 13, 2013

A "Clear" button was added.  Previously, it was necessary to quit and restart the application in order to clear all profiles. It is now possible to clear all profiles from the application by clicking this button.

-----------
Version 1.1.4 not released 

In previous versions, if the "Detected" profile was typed at a locus and no results were obtained, Lab Retriever would ignore that locus. With this version, an LR is now calculated for these loci.  

A bug in which removing the "Detected" profile removed the ability to add a different "Detected" profile was fixed. When a detected profile is removed, it is now possible to select another "Detected" profile.

-----------
Version 1.1.3 beta released May 21, 2013

A bug in which cells containing forbidden characters was not clickable has been fixed.  All cells containing content are not clickable.

-----------
Version 1.1.2 beta released May 13, 2013

It is no longer necessary to input double alleles in an assumed or suspected reference sample.  The program assumes a homozygote for reference sample profiles regardless of whether single or double alleles are input.

Both nominal and numerical cells are now clickable.  Any cell containing alphanumeric characters is fully editable.  It is not yet possible to enter text in an empty cell. This will be addressed in a future version.

A bug in which navigating to a file to upload and aborting the upload resulted in the program hanging has been fixed.  If an upload is canceled, the program continues to behave normally and another upload can be initiated.

A bug in which the add button disappeared after clicking remove has been fixed.  The add button now always reappears normally after removing a sample.
Version 1.1.1 beta released February 16, 2013

